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Abstract 6 
Domesticated pigs, Sus scrofa, vary considerably in feeding, social interaction and growth 7 
patterns. This variation originates partly from genetic variation that affects physiological factors and 8 
partly from behavioural strategies (avoid or approach) in competitive food resource situations. 9 
Currently, it is unknown how variation in physiological factors and in behavioural strategies among 10 
animals contributes to variation in feeding, social interaction and growth patterns in animals. The 11 
aim of this study was to unravel causation of variation in these patterns among pigs. We used an 12 
agent-based model to explore the effects of physiological factors and behavioural strategies in pigs 13 
on variation in feeding, social interaction and growth patterns. Model results show that variation in 14 
feeding, social interaction and growth patterns are caused partly by chance, such as time effects and 15 
coincidence of conflicts. Furthermore, results show that seemingly contradictory empirical findings in 16 
literature can be explained by variation in pig characteristics (i.e. growth potential, positive feedback, 17 
dominance, and coping style). Growth potential mainly affected feeding and growth patterns, 18 
whereas positive feedback, dominance and coping style affected feeding patterns, social interaction 19 
patterns, as well as growth patterns. Variation in behavioural strategies among pigs can reduce 20 
aggression at group level, but also make some pigs more susceptible to social constraints inhibiting 21 
them from feeding when they want to, especially low-ranking pigs and pigs with a passive coping 22 
style. Variation in feeding patterns, such as feeding rate or meal frequency, can indicate social 23 
constraints. Feeding patterns, however, can say something different about social constraints at group 24 
versus individual level. A combination of feeding patterns, such as a decreased feed intake, an 25 
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increased feeding rate, and an increased meal frequency might, therefore, be needed to measure 26 
social constraints at individual level.   27 
Keywords: growing pigs; feeding behaviour; group dynamics; animal welfare; productivity; 28 
simulation.  29 
1. Introduction 30 
Behavioural feeding patterns, such as feed intake, meal frequency, meal duration and meal size, 31 
vary considerably across domesticated pigs, Sus scrofa [e.g. 1, 2, 3]. Although each animal is assumed 32 
to reach a certain level of daily food intake, the strategy to reach this differs among animals [4, 5]. 33 
Scientific literature suggests four main feeding patterns in pigs, based on meal frequency, meal 34 
duration, and feeding rate [5]. Pigs with few long meals are described as meal eaters, pigs with many 35 
short meals as nibblers, pigs with a low feeding rate as slow eaters and pigs with a high feeding rate 36 
as fast eaters. 37 
Variation in feeding patterns among pigs partly origins from genetic variation and, therefore, is 38 
associated with breeds [5]. Genetic variation can affect pig characteristics, such as growth capacity or 39 
stomach size, which can affect physiological processes underlying feeding behaviour, and 40 
consequently body weight [6, 7]. During the growing period, pigs gradually shift from nibblers and 41 
slow eaters to meal and fast eaters [8], which can be explained by change in body weight [6]. 42 
Pigs of the same breed with a similar body weight, however, still show variation in feeding 43 
patterns. In crossbred Landrace x Large White pigs with similar weight, for example, both meal eaters 44 
and nibblers were identified [2]. Boumans et al. [9] argued that this kind of variation might result 45 
from competition among pigs for feed resources and related behavioural strategies (avoid or 46 
approach behaviour). Pigs that avoid conflicts or lose fights, for example, can have limited access to 47 
feed in a competitive environment and, therefore, might shift from a meal and slow eater type to a 48 
nibbler and fast eater type. In a previous study, we showed that competition can affect feeding rate, 49 
whereas behavioural strategies in a feed competitive environment can affect meal patterns, such as 50 
meal frequency and duration [9].  51 
Currently, it is unknown how physiological processes and behavioural strategies in pigs 52 
contribute to consistent, but varying feeding, social interaction and growth patterns among animals. 53 
In empirical studies, researchers have tried to explain variation in these patterns based on 54 
dominance order. Dominant pigs approached and displaced other pigs more often at the feeder, 55 
whereas subordinate pigs are displaced more often at the feeder and showed more but shorter visits 56 
to the feeder than dominant pigs [1]. Feeding patterns were reversed in a study of Leiber-Schotte 57 
[10], where subordinate boars had fewer and longer meals than dominant boars. Both dominant and 58 
subordinate pigs showed high and low feeding visits and displacement attempts in a study of Nielsen 59 
et al. [2]. The relation between dominance rank, feeding patterns and social interaction patterns, 60 
thus varies between studies. Furthermore, growth rates over the whole growing period were lower 61 
for dominant pigs in the study of Leiber-Schotte [10], whereas they were similar for dominant and 62 
subordinate pigs in the study of Hoy et al. [1]. This suggests that dominance is important in 63 
behavioural strategies, but not fully explains variation in feeding, social interaction and growth 64 
patterns of individuals.  65 
Another pig characteristic that potentially might affect behavioural strategies is coping style. 66 
Coping styles are regarded as consistent behavioural and physiological responses of animals to 67 
environmental challenges [11]. Two typical behavioural coping styles are observed: an aggressive and 68 
(pro)active coping style, and a non-aggressive and passive coping style [e.g. 11, 12, 13]. Although the 69 
effect of coping styles on feeding patterns in pigs has hardly been studied, typical behaviour 70 
associated with coping styles might explain variation in feeding, social interaction and growth 71 
patterns in pigs. 72 
Understanding variation in behavioural consistency and plasticity is an intensively studied topic 73 
in many feral animal species [14-16]. It is also relevant for domestic farm animals if we want to better 74 
understand the capacity of animals to cope with environmental factors and their susceptibility to 75 
stressors [17]. The aim of this study was to unravel causation of variation in feeding, social 76 
interaction and growth patterns among pigs. We hypothesised that interaction between 77 
physiological processes and behavioural strategies of individuals, affected by various pig 78 
characteristics, can cause consistent behavioural variation and can explain the contrasting results in 79 
empirical studies. Understanding the causation of behaviour contributes to recognising normal 80 
behaviour and variation in individual pigs, and can help in understanding implications of certain 81 
behaviours, for example, for pig growth and welfare.  82 
Important factors in pig behaviour, such as physiological processes and behavioural strategies, 83 
are difficult to measure in pigs, as well as their interactive effect on behaviour. One approach to gain 84 
more insight into such factors is agent-based modelling. This modelling method allows to test the 85 
effect of variation in, and interaction between, factors on (emergent) behavioural patterns in time 86 
[18]. In this study, we used an existing agent-based model (ABM) that was developed in a previous 87 
study [9]. This ABM explains how physiological processes and behavioural strategies in pigs interact 88 
and affect feeding, social interaction and growth patterns in group-housed pigs. In the current study, 89 
we used this model to simulate group-housed pigs with varying pig characteristics in a competitive 90 
environment. We specifically addressed the following research questions in this model:  91 
1. What is the effect of individual variation in pig characteristics that affect physiological 92 
processes on feeding, social interaction and growth patterns? 93 
2. What is the effect of individual variation in pig characteristics that affect behavioural 94 
strategies on these patterns? 95 
3. Can interaction between pig characteristics explain empirically observed variation among 96 
pigs? 97 
2. Material & Methods 98 
 Model description 99 
We used an existing ABM on feeding and interaction behaviour of growing pigs that had been 100 
developed and validated stepwise in previous studies [6, 7, 9]. The model simulates the emergence 101 
of feeding, social interaction and growth patterns of group-housed pigs based on physiological 102 
factors (e.g. processing of feed, energy absorption, energy use for maintenance, activity and growth) 103 
[6], hormonal factors (i.e. circadian rhythms of melatonin and cortisol) [7] and social factors (e.g. 104 
competition and social facilitation) [9]. Due to variation in pig characteristics (e.g. growth potential 105 
and coping style) various patterns emerge. The model was developed in Netlogo 5.3 [19]. The 106 
pattern-oriented modelling (POM) method was used to develop, calibrate and validate the model. 107 
This method helps to identify the essential model structure and important processes, and to 108 
systematically analyse the model in multiple patterns at different hierarchical levels [20, 21]. 109 
Additionally, sensitivity analyses were performed to evaluate relations between parameter settings 110 
and model results [22, 23]. The model version of Boumans et al. [9] was slightly adapted for the 111 
current study. Inclusion of social factors (i.e. competition and social facilitation) and behavioural 112 
strategies (i.e. avoid and approach) (which was scenario 4 in the previous model) were set as 113 
standard in the current study. Additionally, individual variation in pig characteristics was included for 114 
four parameters: Mean body protein deposition, Positive feedback, Dominance value and Compete 115 
threshold. The main aspects of the model are described below. For a detailed explanation of model 116 
structure and processes, see Boumans et al. [9]. Furthermore, the model and a detailed model 117 
description are available on the CoMSES website [24] . 118 
2.1.1 Design concepts 119 
The model is based on the concept of motivation for behavioural decision-making: internal and 120 
external factors affect motivation that causes a behaviour, in which performance of the behaviour 121 
has feedback effects [25]. Internal factors include digestion of feed, metabolism, circadian hormonal 122 
rhythms and pig characteristics, which affect feeding motivation via their effect on feeding drive and 123 
satiation. External factors include feed, water, temperature, light and group mates. Motivation for a 124 
specific behaviour consists of an energy drive and threshold level that are affected by these internal 125 
and external factors [26]. Subsequently, motivations for several behaviours are compared, in which 126 
the highest motivation causes the behaviour, described as the state-space approach by McFarland 127 
and Sibly [27]. Performed behaviours affect the energy use and intake of a pig, its growth; and 128 
provide feedback to motivation. Feeding, growth and social interaction patterns emerge due to 129 
interaction between the above-mentioned factors in the model. 130 
2.1.2 Agents, environment, state variables and scales 131 
The model environment represents ten conventionally group-housed agents (pigs) in a barren 132 
pen, comparable to a commercial growing pigs housing system. Objects in the pen, besides agents, 133 
are a feeder and a drinker. Water and feed are accessible ad libitum. Light (from 06:00 to 18:00 h) 134 
and temperature (22   ̊C) in the pen are based on values commonly found in empirical studies. The 135 
feed represents a commercial diet for growing pigs based on values from NRC [28] on required 136 
dietary amino acids, protein and digestible energy.  137 
Agents in the model represent growing pigs with various characteristics, which include sex, age, 138 
body weight, dominance rank, coping style, growth capacity and meal type. In the current study, pigs 139 
represented females (gilts), that started at the age of 70 days and a body weight of about 28 kg 140 
(based on an initial body protein weight of 4 kg). Group-housed pigs have a social hierarchy [29, 30]. 141 
The social dominance rank of a pig in the model is represented by a randomly assigned and fixed 142 
dominance value (mean: 15, value range between 0 and 30). These values correspond to the 143 
dominance values used by Hemelrijk [31]. Pigs with higher dominance values represent dominant 144 
pigs compared to pigs with lower values that represent subordinate pigs. Pigs have a fixed compete 145 
threshold value (mean: 0.3, range between 0 and 0.6) that represents their coping style. Pigs with 146 
higher compete threshold values represent passive pigs compared to pigs with lower values that 147 
represent active pigs. Pigs with an active coping style, for example, are more likely to initiate an 148 
interaction with another pig in a conflict situation [32, 33]. Growth capacity of pigs in the model is 149 
represented by their daily increase in body weight and is based on their minimum body lipid to body 150 
protein ratio (1:1) and their capacity to deposit body protein. Pigs have a fixed mean body protein 151 
deposition value (137 g/day, range between 90 and 180) [28, 34]. Pigs with higher mean body 152 
protein deposition values have a higher growth capacity and likely have a higher feed intake per day. 153 
Meal type of pigs in the model is represented by positive feedback (mean: 0.25, range between 0 and 154 
0.5). Positive feedback temporarily increases feeding motivation and stimulates a pig to reinforce 155 
feeding behaviour in a next time step, thus to increase meal duration and meal size. The value of 156 
0.25 for this parameter was increased compared to Boumans et al. [9] to allow a better assessment 157 
of the individual variation effect. A complete overview of state variables and values in the model can 158 
be found in the Appendix A, Table A1 159 
Time steps in the model represent one minute within a day of 1440 minutes. Simulations can be run 160 
up to 120 days, which represents a 4 month growing period of pigs. 161 
2.1.3 Process overview 162 
During each time step, pigs are evaluated in three submodels: Motivation, Behaviour and 163 
Growth.  164 
The submodel Motivation includes the calculation of feeding motivation and other behavioural 165 
motivations (exploring, drinking or lying). The other behavioural motivations are included to simulate 166 
energy use and are based on a drive and threshold that changes every time step. Feeding motivation 167 
is included more in depth and is the result of feeding drive and satiation, based on physiological 168 
parameters such as stomach load, (instant and daily) energy absorption and requirement. These 169 
physiological parameters are affected by circadian patterns of cortisol and melatonin, which vary 170 
during the day and affect the daily energy balance and feeding drive. Additionally, feeding motivation 171 
of pigs can increase due to feeding behaviour of a group mate, known as a social facilitation effect 172 
[35].  173 
The submodel Behaviour includes the performance of a behaviour based on the highest 174 
motivation. These behaviours include feeding, exploring, drinking or lying. Feeding behaviour can be 175 
blocked or disturbed by other pigs. In case of conflicts, hungry pigs can decide to avoid or approach 176 
(attempt to displace) other pigs at the feeder, and feeding pigs can be displaced or resist 177 
displacement and continue feeding. In a conflict, pigs choose their response based on their 178 
Dominance value, Compete threshold and feeding motivation, in which a social higher rank, an active 179 
coping style and more hunger will more likely cause an displacement attempt of a hungry pig. When 180 
a feeding motivated pigs occupies a feeder, it determines its feeding rate based on a preferred 181 
feeding rate (affected by body weight), palatability of the diet and feeding drive. Social pressure 182 
(group size effect) can increase the feeding rate of a pig with 0.5 g/min per additional pig in the 183 
group, but feeding rate cannot exceed a maximum (physically constrained) feeding rate based on 184 
body weight. 185 
The submodel Growth calculates nutrient absorption due to digestion and nutrient use for body 186 
maintenance, activity and growth per time step. Body weight of pigs is then recalculated based on 187 
their nutrient use and intake and growth capacity. Growth capacity depends on their Mean body 188 
protein deposition and the ratio of protein and lipid in the body. 189 
 Simulation experiments 190 
We simulated six scenarios to test the effect of individual variation in 4 pig characteristics in the 191 
model on feeding, social interaction and growth patterns: all pigs with equal pig characteristics 192 
(scenario 1), only 1 pig characteristic varied among pigs (scenarios 2 to 5), and all 4 pig characteristics 193 
varied between pigs (scenario 6) (Table 1). Pig characteristics were individually varied in four 194 
parameters: Mean body protein deposition, Positive feedback, Dominance value and Compete 195 
threshold. The first two parameters were chosen to represent variation in physiological factors. The 196 
parameter Mean body protein deposition represents growth potential and was chosen to affect 197 
variation among pigs in the given level of feed intake that a pig aims to reach daily. The parameter 198 
Positive feedback was chosen to represent meal frequency and duration as it was known that it had a 199 
large impact on these patterns in the model [see results of 6]. This parameter might, for example, 200 
reflect the capacity of the stomach for feed intake and stimulate longer or shorter meals. The last 201 
two parameters, Dominance value and Compete threshold, were chosen to affect variation in 202 
behavioural strategies. Dominance value represented dominance rank and Compete threshold 203 
represented coping style. These parameters were selected because they are assumed to have a large 204 
impact on variation in behavioural strategies (conflict avoidance and approach) without being related 205 
to each other. A pig with a more aggressive coping style is not necessarily the most dominant pig in 206 
the group that wins fights [12, 13], but coping style may affect displacement (attempts) of pigs at the 207 
feeder and therefore affect social interaction patterns.  208 
Scenario dependent, parameter values were equal for all pigs (i.e. the mean value) or varied 209 
among individuals. If varied, parameter values were randomly assigned to pigs within a pen. In 210 
scenario 1, the four parameters were set equal for all pigs to test to which extent variation in 211 
feeding, social interaction and growth patterns is a result of time and competition, rather than the 212 
effect of individual variation in pig characteristics and strategies. In scenario 2, 3, 4 and 5 the effect of 213 
variation in one of the four parameters (Mean body protein deposition, Positive feedback, Dominance 214 
value and Compete threshold) was tested per scenario. Individual variation depended on randomly 215 
assigned parameter values to pigs based on a normal distribution with the standard value as mean 216 
and a standard deviation that consisted of a percentage of the mean value. A standard deviation of 217 
10% for Mean body protein deposition was chosen to fit within the range of empirically observed 218 
variation in daily protein deposition rates [e.g. 36]. A standard deviation of 30% for Positive feedback 219 
was chosen to create individual variation in which values can also come close to zero. A standard 220 
deviation of 30% for Dominance value was chosen to correspond to the distribution in Hemelrijk [31]. 221 
A standard deviation of 30% for Compete threshold was also chosen to create a range in which values 222 
can come close to zero. To prevent a negative value, parameter values of Positive feedback, 223 
Dominance value and Compete threshold that were below zero were set to 0.001. In scenario 6, all 224 
four parameters varied between pigs, thus a combination of variation in all 4 parameters was tested. 225 
The scenarios were simulated in the standard settings of the model with parameter values as 226 
described in Table 1. 227 
Table 1. Scenarios to test the effect of time and individual variation in pig characteristics on feeding, 228 
social interaction and growth patterns in groups of 10 pigs.  229 
Scenario Mean value of parameters Percentage of the mean value as 
standard deviation 
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1. No variation in parameters 137 0.25  15 0.3 0 0 0 0 
2. Growth potential  137 0.25  15 0.3 10 0 0 0 
3. Meal type 137 0.25  15 0.3 0 30 0 0 
4. Dominance 137 0.25  15 0.3 0 0 30 0 
5. Coping style 137 0.25  15 0.3 0 0 0 30 
6. Combined variation  137 0.25  15 0.3 10 30 30 30 
 230 
Sensitivity of the model was tested to the value level of the four chosen parameters (Mean body 231 
protein deposition, Positive feedback, Dominance value and Compete threshold) and to the variation 232 
among individuals in values for this parameter (Table 2). Scenario 1 was selected to test the effect of 233 
parameter values when all values were equal for pigs. The value of each parameter was increased 234 
and decreased with 20% from the standard value in a local sensitivity analysis (thus with change of 235 
one parameter value per simulation). Sensitivity of the model to variation among individuals in 236 
parameter values was tested in scenario 6, in which parameter values were different for all pigs 237 
representing the scenario closest to a real existing scenario. The standard deviation in the normal 238 
distribution when parameter values were assigned to pigs was increased or decreased with 50% 239 
(thus changing the range of variation among individuals). In addition to the four parameters, group 240 
size was increased and decreased with 50% (group sizes 5 and 15) in scenario 6 to test the effect of 241 
competition level (i.e. incidence of conflicts). All simulations in this study were run for 14 days, which 242 
corresponds to the experimental period in the study of Nielsen et al. [2]. Each model setting was 243 
repeated 50 times. 244 
Table 2. Sensitivity analysis to test the effect of parameter values and variation of parameter values 245 
among individuals on emerged patterns. Changed parameter setting are indicated in bold values. 246 
Scenario – parameter – change %  Mean value of parameters Percentage of the mean value 
as standard deviation 
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Sc.1 – Mean body protein dep. -20% 10 110 0.25  15 0.3 0 0 0 0 
Sc.1 – Mean body protein dep. +20% 10 164 0.25  15 0.3 0 0 0 0 
Sc.1 – Positive feedback - 20% 10 137 0.2 15 0.3 0 0 0 0 
Sc.1 – Positive feedback + 20% 10 137 0.3 15 0.3 0 0 0 0 
Sc.1 – Dominance value - 20% 10 137 0.25  12 0.3 0 0 0 0 
Sc.1 – Dominance value + 20% 10 137 0.25  18 0.3 0 0 0 0 
Sc.1 – Compete threshold - 20% 10 137 0.25  15 0.24 0 0 0 0 
Sc.1 – Compete threshold + 20% 10 137 0.25  15 0.36 0 0 0 0 
          
Sc.6 – Mean body protein dep. - 50% 10 137 0.25  15 0.3 5 10 30 30 
Sc.6 – Mean body protein dep. + 50% 10 137 0.25  15 0.3 15 10 30 30 
Sc.6 – Positive feedback - 50% 10 137 0.25  15 0.3 30 15 30 30 
Sc.6 – Positive feedback + 50% 10 137 0.25  15 0.3 30 45 30 30 
Sc.6 – Dominance value - 50% 10 137 0.25  15 0.3 30 10 15 30 
Sc.6 – Dominance value + 50% 10 137 0.25  15 0.3 30 10 45 30 
Sc.6 – Compete threshold - 50% 10 137 0.25  15 0.3 30 10 30 15 
Sc.6 – Compete threshold + 50% 10 137 0.25  15 0.3 30 10 30 45 
          
Sc.6 – Group size - 50% 15 137 0.25  15 0.3 30 10 30 30 
Sc.6 – Group size + 50% 5 137 0.25  15 0.3 30 10 30 30 
 247 
Feeding, social interaction and growth patterns on individual and group level were obtained from 248 
day 4 to 14 in the model. Feeding patterns were: feed intake (g/day), feeding time (min/day), feeding 249 
rate (g/min/day), meal frequency (no./day and no./hour), meal duration (min/meal/day), and meal 250 
size (g/meal/day). Social interaction patterns were: conflicts (no./day), avoidings (no./day), successful 251 
displacements attempts (no./day), unsuccessful displacement attempts (no./day), successful 252 
displacement resists (no./day) and displacements (no./day). Growth patterns were: body weight (kg) 253 
and body weight gain (g/day).  254 
 Statistical analysis  255 
Statistical analysis was performed using SAS (version 9.3; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Data 256 
were analysed using descriptive statistics and general linear models. Corresponding to the 257 
experimental period in the study of Nielsen et al. [2], data were averaged over 11 days. Data were 258 
analysed at pen level with a general linear model to test the effect of scenarios on feeding, social 259 
interaction and growth patterns. When scenarios appeared to be different (P < 0.05) a post-hoc 260 
pairwise comparison was conducted using Least Squares Means, including an adjustment for multiple 261 
comparisons with the Bonferroni test. 262 
In scenarios 2 to 5, pigs in a pen were ranked and categorised per simulation based on their 263 
values for the four parameters Mean body protein deposition, Positive feedback, Dominance value 264 
and Compete threshold. The two pigs with the highest value were categorised as high, the two with 265 
the lowest value as low, and the remaining pigs were categorised as medium. The average for 266 
feeding, social interaction and growth patterns was taken per category and over days. Next, per 267 
scenario, high, medium and low categorised pigs were compared for feeding, social interaction and 268 
growth patterns using a general linear model. When patterns appeared to be different (P < 0.05) a 269 
post-hoc pairwise comparison was conducted with a LSD test.  270 
In scenario 6, pigs in a pen were ranked and categorised per simulation based on their averages 271 
for feeding, social interaction and growth patterns over 11 days. Two pigs with the lowest average 272 
and two pigs with the highest average were selected and respectively categorised based on their 273 
meal frequency (meal eater and nibbler), feeding rate (slow and fast eater), conflicts (few conflicts 274 
and many conflicts), percentage of displacement attempts to conflicts (avoider and approacher), 275 
received displacements received (being avoided and receiver), body weight gain (slow and fast 276 
grower). Remaining pigs were categorised as medium. The average for the four parameters Mean 277 
body protein deposition, Positive feedback, Dominance value and Compete threshold was taken per 278 
category. Next, per pattern, high, medium and low ranking pigs were compared for averages of Mean 279 
body protein deposition, Positive feedback, Dominance value and Compete threshold using a general 280 
linear model. When  patterns appeared to be different (P < 0.05) a post-hoc pairwise comparison was 281 
conducted with a LSD test. 282 
3. Results 283 
 Daily feeding, social interaction and growth patterns at group level 284 
Mean group patterns of feed intake, feeding time, feeding rate, body weight and body weight 285 
gain were similar in all six scenarios (Table 3). Meal patterns differed between scenarios: meal 286 
frequency was highest in scenarios 1, 2 and 3, and lowest in scenarios 4 and 6, whereas meal 287 
duration and meal size had opposite results. Also mean social interaction patterns differed between 288 
scenarios: the number of conflicts was lowest in scenario 5 and the number of avoidings was highest 289 
in scenario 6. Displacement attempts (successful and unsuccessful) were highest in scenarios 1, 2 and 290 
3, and lowest in scenarios 4 and 6.  291 
Table 3. Mean ±SD of feeding, social interaction and growth patterns at pen level for six scenarios 292 
and the P-value for differences between scenarios.* 293 
 1.  
No 
variation 
2.  
Growth 
potential 
3.  
Meal type 
4.  
Dominance  
5.  
Coping 
style 
6. 
Combined 
variation 
P- 
value 
Feeding patterns       
Feed intake (g/day)  1672 ±2 1672 ±5 1672 ±9 1674 ±2 1673 ±3 1672 ±10   0.293 
Feeding time (min/day)  83.7 ±0.1  83.7 ±0.1  83.6 ±0.5  83.8 ±0.1  83.7 ±0.1  83.7 ±0.5   0.221 
Feeding rate (g/min/day)  20.0 ±0.0  20.0 ±0.1  20.0 ±0.0  20.0 ±0.0  20.0 ±0.0  20.0 ±0.1   0.287 
Meal frequency (no./day)  20.7 ±0.3a  20.8 ±0.4a  21.1 ±0.8a  18.1 ±1.0b  19.4 ±1.7c  18.2 ±1.8b <0.001 
Meal duration (min/meal/day)    4.2 ±0.1a    4.2 ±0.1a    4.2 ±0.2a    4.8 ±0.3b    4.5 ±0.4c    4.9 ±0.5b <0.001 
Meal size (g/meal/day)  85.0 ±1.5a  84.4 ±1.6a  83.7 ±3.5a  97.1 ±5.1b  90.4 ±7.4c  97.8 ±8.9b <0.001 
 
Social interaction patterns 
      
Conflicts (no./day)   130 ±3ab   130 ±3ab   132 ±5b   125 ±5c   128 ±3a   128 ±6a <0.001 
Avoidings (no./day)   102 ±2a   102 ±3a   103 ±4ab   105 ±3b   103 ±5ab   108 ±6c <0.001 
Displacement attempts       
Successful (no./day)  13.8 ±0.4a  13.9 ±0.4a  14.0 ±0.5a  10.4 ±1.3b  12.3 ±1.9c  10.2 ±1.9b <0.001 
Unsuccessful (no./day)  13.9 ±0.4a  13.9 ±0.5a  14.2 ±0.6a    9.8 ±1.9b  12.4 ±1.9c    9.7 ±2.5 b <0.001 
 
Growth patterns 
       
Body weight (kg)  34.9 ±0.0  34.8 ±0.2  34.8 ±0.0  34.9 ±0.0  34.9 ±0.0  34.8 ±0.2   0.324 
Body weight gain (g/day)   834 ±1   831 ±14   833 ±5   834 ±0.9   834 ±0.9   831 ±14   0.073 
* The p-value of significance levels based on 50 runs per scenario is given for the comparison between scenarios per pattern. Means with 294 
different superscripts within a row are significantly different (P < 0.05).  295 
 The effect of variation in pig characteristics 296 
Feeding, social interaction and growth patterns were compared between pigs that were 297 
categorised as low and high based on their values for the two parameters that are related to 298 
physiological factors: Mean body protein deposition and Positive feedback (Table 4). Pigs categorised 299 
with a low Mean body protein deposition (Low PD, mean: 119 g/day) had a significant lower feed 300 
intake, higher feeding time, lower feeding rate, lower meal size, lower body weight and lower body 301 
weight gain compared to pigs categorised as high body protein deposition potential (High PD, mean: 302 
154 g/day). Positive feedback affected all patterns, except for successful resists. Pigs categorised with 303 
a low Positive feedback value (Low PF, mean: 0.15) had a lower feed intake, less feeding time, shorter 304 
meal duration, lower meal size, lower body weight, lower body weight gain, and had a higher feeding 305 
rate, higher meal frequency, more conflicts, more avoidings and more (successful and unsuccessful) 306 
displacement attempts and displacements compared to pigs with a high Positive feedback value 307 
(High PF, mean: 0.35).  308 
Table 4. Mean ±SD of feeding, social interaction and growth patterns of pigs low or high in categories 309 
of Mean body protein deposition (PD) and Positive feedback (PF) (scenario 2 and 3) and the P-value 310 
for differences between scenarios. * 311 
 Scenario 2. Growth potential  Scenario 3. Meal type  
 Low PD High PD P-value Low PF High PF P-value 
Feeding patterns       
Feed intake (g/day)  1657 ±9 1686 ±8 <0.001 1641 ±15 1703 ±12 <0.001 
Feeding time (min/day)  84.1 ±0.3  83.3 ±0.3 <0.001  81.8 ±0.9  85.5 ±0.7 <0.001 
Feeding rate (g/min/day)  19.7 ±0.1  20.3 ±0.1 <0.001  20.1 ±0.0  20.0 ±0.1 <0.001 
Meal frequency (no./day)  20.9 ±0.6  20.7 ±0.7   0.369  23.1 ±1.6  19.5 ±0.9 <0.001 
Meal duration (min/meal/day)    4.2 ±0.1    4.2 ±0.1   0.830    3.7 ±0.3    4.6 ±0.2 <0.001 
Meal size (g/meal/day)  83.2 ±2.7  85.4 ±2.8 <0.001  74.0 ±5.8  91.9 ±4.7 <0.001 
 
Social interaction patterns 
     
Conflicts (no./day)   132 ±7   130 ±8   0.092   142 ±10    122 ±6 <0.001 
Avoidings (no./day)   104 ±6   102 ±6   0.062   112 ±8      96 ±5 <0.001 
Displacement attempts      
Successful (no./day)  14.0 ±0.6  13.8 ±0.7   0.322  15.1 ±1.0  13.1 ±0.7 <0.001 
Unsuccessful (no./day)  14.0 ±1.0  14.1 ±1.3   0.590  15.2 ±1.3  13.2 ±1.1 <0.001 
Receiving displacements      
Successful resists (no./day)  14.0 ±0.9  14.0 ±0.8   0.782  14.1 ±1.0  14.3 ±1.3   0.792 
Displacements (no./day)  14.0 ±0.7  13.9 ±0.7   0.637  14.1 ±1.0  13.7 ±0.9   0.023 
 
Growth patterns 
      
Body weight (kg)  34.1 ±0.3  35.5 ±0.3 <0.001          34.7 ±0.1  35.0 ± 0.0 <0.001 
Body weight gain (g/day)   782 ±23   877 ±17 <0.001           815 ±8   851 ±6 <0.001 
* The p-value of significance levels based on 50 runs per scenario is given for the comparison between pig categories per 312 
pattern and scenario, or if significant, the p-value of the pairwise comparison between the high and low category is given. 313 
 314 
Feeding, social interaction and growth patterns were compared between pigs that were 315 
categorised as low or high based on their values for the two parameters that are related to the 316 
behavioural strategies: Dominance value and Compete threshold (Table 5). Pigs categorised as low 317 
social rank (Low DOM, mean: 9.0) had a lower feed intake, lower feeding time, shorter meal 318 
duration, lower meal size, lower body weight, less successful displacement attempts, lower body 319 
weight gain, and had a higher feeding rate, meal frequency, more conflicts, more avoidings, more 320 
unsuccessful displacement attempts and more received displacements than pigs categorised as high 321 
social rank (High pigs, mean: 20.7). Pigs categorised with a passive coping style (high COMP, mean: 322 
0.42) had, comparable to low ranking pigs, a lower feed intake, lower feeding time, higher feeding 323 
rate, lower body weight (gain), more conflicts, more avoidings and less successful displacement 324 
attempts than pigs with an active coping style (low COMP, mean: 0.18). Passive copers, however, in 325 
contrast to low ranking pigs, had fewer, longer and larger meals, and had less unsuccessful 326 
displacement attempts and received less (un)successful displacements than active copers.  327 
Table 5. Mean ±SD of feeding, social interaction and growth patterns of pigs low or high in categories 328 
of Dominance value (DOM) and Compete threshold (COMP) (scenario 4 and 5) and the P-value for 329 
differences between scenarios.*  330 
 Scenario 4. Dominance  Scenario 5. Coping style  
 Low DOM High DOM P-value Low COMP High COMP P-value 
Feeding patterns       
Feed intake (g/day)  1600 ±27   1714 ±9 <0.001 1690 ±7 1648 ±12 <0.001 
Feeding time (min/day)  79.7 ±1.4    86.1 ±0.5 <0.001  84.7 ±0.4  82.2 ±0.7 <0.001 
Feeding rate (g/min/day)  20.1 ±0.0    19.9 ±0.0 <0.001  20.0 ±0.0  20.1 ±0.0 <0.001 
Meal frequency (no./day)  21.6 ±0.9    15.4 ±1.0 <0.001  20.4 ±1.7  18.1 ±2.0 <0.001 
Meal duration (min/meal/day)    3.8 ±0.1      5.7 ±0.4 <0.001    4.3 ±0.4    4.7 ±0.5 <0.001 
Meal size (g/meal/day) 77.1 ±2.7 113.9 ±7.3 <0.001  86.7 ±7.0  95.5 ±9.3 <0.001 
       
Social interaction patterns       
Conflicts (no./day)   249 ±35       59 ±9 <0.001     90 ±10   182 ±19 <0.001 
Avoidings (no./day)   228 ±41       42 ±8 <0.001     61 ±8   164 ±24 <0.001 
Displacement attempts       
Successful (no./day)    9.0 ±2.8   10.4 ±0.8 <0.001  14.7 ±1.7    8.9 ±3.0 <0.001 
Unsuccessful (no./day)  11.7 ±3.9      7.0 ±1.2 <0.001  14.9 ±1.9    8.8 ±3.0 <0.001 
Receiving displacements       
Successful resists (no./day)  10.6 ±2.3      7.4 ±1.9 <0.001  12.8 ±2.0  11.8 ±2.0   0.058 
Displacements (no./day)  16.4 ±0.9      5.6 ±1.7 <0.001  12.7 ±2.0  11.6 ±2.1   0.023 
 
Growth patterns 
      
Body weight (kg)  34.6 ±0.1    35.0 ± 0.0 <0.001  34.9 ±0.0  34.8 ±0.0 <0.001 
Body weight gain (g/day)   807 ±11     851 ±3.5 <0.001   841 ±3   824 ±5 <0.001 
* The p-value of significance levels based on 50 runs per scenario is given for the comparison between pig categories per pattern and 331 
scenario, or if significant, the p-value of the pairwise comparison between the high and low category is given. 332 
 Categorisation of pigs in feeding, social interaction and growth patterns 333 
Table 6. Mean ±SD of parameters values related to pig categories in feeding, social interaction and 334 
growth patterns in scenario 6 and the P-value for differences between low and high pigs in various 335 
categories.* 336 
 Physiological factors  Behavioural strategies  
 Mean body 
protein 
deposition 
P-
value 
Positive 
feedback 
P-value Dominan
ce value 
P-value Compete 
threshold 
P-value 
Feeding patterns        
Nibbler (22.3 meals/d) 138 ±13 
1.000 
0.22 ±0.08 
<0.001 
10.5 ±3.8 
<0.001 
0.25 ±0.08 
<0.001 
Meal eater (14.7 meals/d) 138 ±14 0.31 ±0.06 18.6 ±3.5 0.34 ±0.10 
         
Slow eater (19.8 g/min/d) 126 ±12 
<0.001 
0.28 ±0.08 
<0.001 
13.6 ±4.0 
0.774 
0.27 ±0.08 
<0.001 
Fast eater (20.2 g/min/d) 147 ±11 0.22 ±0.08 14.3 ±5.0 0.33 ±0.10 
 
Social interaction patterns 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Few conflicts (56 conflicts/d) 135 ±15 
0.448 
0.27 ±0.07 
0.184 
19.6 ±3.1 
<0.001 
0.24 ±0.09 
<0.001 
Many conflicts (254 conflicts/d) 138 ±13 0.25 ±0.06 9.4 ±3.1 0.35 ±0.10 
         
Avoider (approached 7%) 138 ±14 
0.459 
0.25 ±0.07 
1.000 
10.5 ±3.8 
<0.001 
0.38 ±0.09 
<0.001 
Approacher (approached 36%) 135 ±14 0.26 ±0.08 18.3 ±3.9 0.20 ±0.07 
         
Receiver (27 attempts/d) 138 ±13 
0.680 
0.26 ±0.07 
1.000 
9.7 ±2.9 
<0.001 
0.27 ±0.09 
0.003 
Being avoided (13 attempts/d) 136 ±14 0.26 ±0.08 20.1 ±3.0 0.31 ±0.09 
         
Loser (lost 61%) 140 ±13 
0.523 
0.24 ±0.07 
0.538 
9.0 ±2.6 
<0.001 
0.29 ±0.10 
1.000 
Winner (lost 40%) 137 ±15 0.26 ±0.07 19.8 ±3.0 0.30 ±0.10 
 
Growth patterns 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Slow grower (776 g/d) 123 ±11 
<0.001 
0.22 ±0.07 
<0.001 
12.5 ±4.6 
<0.001 
0.31 ±0.10 
0.046 
Fast grower (885 g/d) 152 ±9 0.29 ±0.07 16.3 ±3.9 0.28 ±0.10 
* The p-value of significance levels based on 50 runs per scenario is given for the comparison between all pig categories and if significant 337 
the p-value between the extreme categories in the pairwise comparison is given. 338 
Pig characteristics (based on the four varied parameters) were compared between various 339 
categories in feeding, social interaction and growth patterns in scenario 6 (Table 6). Nibblers differed 340 
significantly from meal eaters with a lower value for Positive feedback, Dominance value and 341 
Compete threshold. Slow eaters had a significantly lower Mean body protein deposition, lower 342 
Compete threshold and higher Positive feedback than fast eaters. Pigs with relatively few conflicts 343 
had a higher Positive feedback, higher Dominance value and lower Compete threshold value than pigs 344 
with relatively many conflicts. Avoiders of conflicts were less dominant and had a higher Compete 345 
threshold than approachers of conflicts. Receivers of displacement attempts were less dominant and 346 
had a lower Compete threshold than pigs that were being avoided. Losers of interactions had a lower 347 
Dominance value than winners of interactions. Slow growers differed from fast growers in all four 348 
parameters: a lower Mean body protein deposition, Positive feedback and Dominance value and 349 
higher Compete threshold. 350 
Scenario 1. No variation 
 
Scenario 2. Growth potential 
 
Scenario 3. Meal type 
 
Scenario 4. Dominance
 
Scenario 5. Coping style 
 
Scenario 6. Combined variation 
 
Fig. 1. Hourly mean meal frequency on day 14 for pigs with a daily low (meal eater; ––––) and high 351 
meal frequency (Nibbler; ······) per day in the six scenarios. The average values of meals/day for each 352 
category (meal eater and nibbler) per scenario are given in the graphs.  353 
The distribution of meal frequency over 24 hours varied between the scenarios for pigs with a 354 
low (meal eater) and high meal frequency (nibbler) (Fig. 1). The morning peak between meal eaters 355 
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and nibblers differed most when Positive feedback (Scenario 3), Compete threshold (Scenario 5) and 356 
all four parameters (Scenario 6) were varied. The afternoon peak between meal eaters and nibblers 357 
differed most when Dominance value was varied (Scenario 4) and all four parameters (Scenario 6) 358 
were varied. 359 
 Sensitivity analysis 360 
Variation by 20% in the value level of the four parameters (Mean body protein deposition, 361 
Positive feedback, Dominance value and Compete threshold) had limited effect (<20%) on most 362 
model results (Appendix B, Table A2). An exception was Compete threshold, of which an increase 363 
resulted in a decrease of displacement patterns (successful and unsuccessful displacement attempts, 364 
successful resists and displacements) by 26% and a decrease increased these patterns by 24%.  365 
Variation among individuals with 50% in parameter values for the four parameters affected the 366 
mean values and standard deviation with less than 50% change, whereas variation in group size had 367 
an impact on feeding, social interaction and growth patterns of more than 50% change (Appendix B, 368 
Table A3). Increased group size affected mean values and standard deviation of meal frequency and 369 
all social interaction patterns, and standard deviation of feeding time and body weight gain. 370 
Decreased group size mainly affected the mean values and standard deviation of social interaction 371 
patterns.  372 
4. Discussion 373 
The aim of this study was to unravel causation of variation in feeding, social interaction and 374 
growth patterns among pigs. We used an ABM to explore the effects of physiological factors and 375 
behavioural strategies on behavioural patterns of group-housed pigs. We hypothesised that 376 
interaction between physiological factors and behavioural strategies of individuals might affect 377 
variation in feeding, social interaction and growth patterns among pigs and can explain the 378 
contrasting results in empirical studies. 379 
Model results showed that variation in feeding, social interaction and growth patterns among 380 
pigs is caused partly by chance, from time effects and coincidence of conflicts. In Scenario 1, all pigs 381 
were identical for the parameters Mean body protein deposition, Positive feedback, Dominance value 382 
and Compete threshold, but they varied in feeding, social interaction and growth patterns. Variation 383 
in initial values of motivations for feeding, drinking, exploring and lying at the start of simulations 384 
explains these results, but variation can also be partly explained by coincidental conflicts at the 385 
feeder.  386 
In real life, pigs can be expected to vary in characteristics that will affect physiological factors and 387 
behavioural strategies. Our first research question focussed on the effect of individual variation in pig 388 
characteristics that affect physiological processes, tested by individual variation in Mean body protein 389 
deposition and Positive feedback. When applied to this model, results showed that variation in Mean 390 
body protein deposition, which represented variation in growth capacity, mainly affected feed intake, 391 
feeding time, feeding rate, meal size and body weight (gain) of pigs, and partly explained variation in 392 
slow and fast eaters and growers (Tables 4 and 6). This is in line with empirical results, in which 393 
Landrace and Large White pigs were fast eaters and also had a higher daily feed intake and body 394 
weight gain than Pietrain pigs, which were slow eaters [5]. In that same study, Duroc pigs, who 395 
similarly to Landrace and Large White pigs had a higher growth potential, appeared slow eaters. 396 
These Duroc pigs, however, had the highest meal duration of the four breeds, which was strongly 397 
related with feeding rate [5]. This is in line with the model results, in which a higher positive feedback 398 
is associated with a higher meal size, a higher daily feed intake, a higher body weight gain and a 399 
lower feeding rate (Table 4). This suggests that differences in feeding, social interaction and growth 400 
patterns between these breeds can be explained by pig characteristics that affect variation in growth 401 
potential and meal duration.  402 
Positive feedback in the model represented a reinforcement effect of feeding that affects meal 403 
duration and can be related to, for example, capacity of the stomach and signalling of stomach load. 404 
Model results showed that variation in Positive feedback affected all feeding and growth patterns in 405 
pigs, as well as almost all social interaction patterns (Table 4). A high positive feedback was 406 
associated with a higher daily feed intake, eating few but longer meals (meal eater) and fast grower. 407 
This is in line with multiple empirical studies, which found an association between increased daily 408 
feed intake, large meals, a high feeding rate and daily body weight gain [e.g. 5, 37, 38]. Fernández et 409 
al. [5] suggested that pigs with a meal eater and fast eater strategy have a higher productivity. Our 410 
study shows how this can be a result of positive feedback that stimulates longer meals.  411 
Our second research question focussed on the effect of individual variation in pig characteristics 412 
that affect behavioural strategies of pigs, tested by individual variation in Dominance value and 413 
Compete threshold. Model results showed that variation between pigs in Compete threshold affected 414 
almost all feeding, social interaction and growth patterns, whereas Dominance value affected all 415 
feeding, social interaction and growth patterns (Table 5). Classification in low and high ranking pigs 416 
showed that high ranking pigs were mostly meal eaters, whereas low ranking pigs were mostly 417 
nibblers. This is in line with empirical results of the study of Hoy et al. [1]. In their study, however, 418 
high ranking pigs also had more wins at the feeder than low ranking pigs (respectively 10.3 and 6.9 419 
wins per day at the beginning of the growing period), which slightly differs from our results, in which 420 
low ranking pigs had mostly comparable or more wins than high ranking pigs. This might be explained 421 
by the assumed hierarchy distribution. Simulated pigs might more easily approach higher ranking 422 
pigs than real-life pigs, because of the simplified linear and fixed hierarchy distribution or the effect 423 
of probability in decisions to avoid or approach feeding pigs. Especially in the simulated period of the 424 
first two weeks, when pigs have a longer daily feeding time and thus more competition, lower ranked 425 
pigs are more likely to approach higher ranked pigs. 426 
In the empirical study of Leiber-Schotte [10], where subordinate boars had fewer and longer 427 
meals than dominant boars, pigs were fed with electronic feeding stations with protected sides and a 428 
rear door that was automatically closed during feeding, protecting feeding pigs from being displaced. 429 
Although we did not simulate such a feeder, the current results suggest that without displacement 430 
possibilities, pigs in group-housing will perform longer meals than usual. This can cause more waiting 431 
behaviour for the feeder, in which especially subordinate pigs might have to wait longer, which 432 
increases their hunger and motivation for longer meals when they can feed. And since they cannot 433 
be displaced from the feeder, it can be expected that once they have reached the feeder, they will 434 
perform fewer but longer meals to reach their daily feed intake. 435 
The average number of conflicts and displacement attempts within a group was lowest when  436 
variation in Dominance value among pigs was simulated (Table 3). The effect of variation in 437 
dominance was expected to reduce aggression, since the dominance order describes the predictable 438 
relationship and avoidance order between animals that likely reduces aggression with a more clear 439 
dominance order [39]. Also, variation between pigs in Compete threshold, which represented 440 
variation in coping style, decreased average displacement attempts within in a group (Table 3). The 441 
beneficial effect of variation in coping style within group-housed pigs was also shown in an empirical 442 
study with homogenous groups of pigs (with either all an active or passive coping style) or 443 
heterogeneous groups of pigs having either an active or passive coping style [40]. Agonistic 444 
behaviour shortly after mixing was higher in the homogeneous groups consisting of pigs with only 445 
active coping styles, than in the other two group types. Furthermore, the mean daily body weight 446 
gain was lower in the homogeneous groups consisting of only active copers or only passive copers. 447 
This decreased growth is inconsistent with our model results, in which body weight gain was similar 448 
between all scenarios. This inconsistency can be explained by the prevalence of health problems in 449 
the empirical pigs, which decreased growth especially in the homogeneous groups.  450 
In contrast to multiple empirical studies that associated meal eaters with higher feed intake and 451 
body weight gain [e.g. 5, 37, 38], meal eaters had a lower feed intake than nibblers and a comparable 452 
body weight gain to nibblers in the study by Nielsen et al. [2]. We hypothesised that this contrast 453 
might be explained by interaction between physiological factors and behavioural strategies (our third 454 
research question). Our modelling results show how this contrast can be explained. Results of the 455 
empirical study by Nielsen were comparable to our results in scenario 5, with a variation in Compete 456 
threshold. In this scenario, meal eaters were pigs with a passive coping style that had a lower feed 457 
intake, feeding time, and slightly lower body weight gain than nibblers (for example, see comparison 458 
of contrasting patterns between scenario 5 and 6 in Appendix C, Table A4). Since these model 459 
patterns were consistent with the empirical results of Nielsen et al. [2], this suggests that meal eaters 460 
in the empirical study were pigs with a passive coping style. This is also supported by the hourly 461 
patterns of meal frequency, in which a smaller morning peak for meal eater pigs in scenario 5 (Figure 462 
1) is in line with empirical results of Nielsen et al. [2], where pigs had no peak in meal frequency in 463 
the morning. Meal eater pigs in that study were suggested to have a disadvantageous feeding 464 
strategy. Our results, however, suggest that these pigs might have been pigs with similar feeding 465 
strategies (physiological factors), but they might have experienced more social constraints than other 466 
group mates due to their passive coping style.  467 
Understanding the causation of individual variation contributes to better understanding of the 468 
capacity of animals to cope with environmental factors and their susceptibility to stressors. Feeding 469 
patterns in pigs have been found to be consistent over time and flexible when exposed to social 470 
competitive situations, however, with variation in coping ability among individuals [41]. Our results 471 
show how pig characteristics that affect physiological factors and behavioural strategies can affect 472 
the ability of pigs to cope with social constraints. Due to dominance rank, for example, pigs can 473 
become meal eaters or nibblers, which can affect their feed intake and aggressive interactions during 474 
social constraints. Furthermore, this study contributes to understanding certain behavioural patterns 475 
and their implications. This can help, for example, to recognise and use behavioural patterns as 476 
indicator for animal welfare problems, such as social constraints and aggression among pigs. Daily 477 
feed intake, feeding rate and meal patterns have been suggested to indicate social constraints 478 
inhibiting pigs within a group from feeding when they want to. Daily feed intake and body weight 479 
gain, for example, decreased as group size increased [42]. Pigs that experience social constraints can 480 
adapt to these constraints by changing their feeding patterns. If pigs are not able to adapt, however, 481 
they might have limited access to the feeder and, therefore, show a decrease in feed intake and body 482 
weight gain in comparison to group mates that have similar feed intake requirements and growth 483 
potential. A low feed intake and body weight gain, however, can also be associated with other 484 
factors, such as a low growth potential (Table 4). Therefore, interpretation of daily feed intake at 485 
individual level should be done cautiously. The same caution applies to the use of feeding rate as an 486 
indicator of social constraints at individual level. Feeding rate increases in larger group sizes and has 487 
been suggested to reflect the social constraints within a group [4, 9]. Our results suggest that feeding 488 
rate might not be a suitable indicator at individual level, because it is not only affected by social 489 
constraints. Results of slow versus fast eaters in scenario 6 showed that fast eaters were mainly pigs 490 
with a high growth potential, low positive feedback and passive coping style (Table 6). Although a low 491 
positive feedback and passive coping style are indeed associated with a lower feed intake and daily 492 
body weight gain (Table 4 and 5), this is in contrast to a higher growth potential, which had the 493 
largest impact on variation in feeding rate and is associated with a higher feed intake and body 494 
weight gain (Table 4). Thus feeding rate at individual level might also reflect a higher growth 495 
potential of pigs and not necessarily indicate social constraints. 496 
A change in daily meal frequency at group level has also been suggested to be related to social 497 
constraints in group-housed pigs, in which an increased meal frequency can indicate increased 498 
aggression between pigs and a decreased meal frequency can indicate avoidance behaviour [9]. 499 
Although daily meal frequency seems to be a good indicator for social constraints at group level, our 500 
results suggest that it might not be a suitable indicator at individual level. As shown in Appendix C 501 
and discussed above, a low meal frequency (meal eater pattern) at individual level can be associated  502 
with either a high or low feed intake. Therefore, interpretation of meal frequency at individual level 503 
should also be done cautiously. This suggests that feeding patterns, such as daily feed intake, meal 504 
frequency and feeding rate, by itself might not be good indicators at individual level.  505 
A combination of feeding patterns might be needed to measure social constraints at individual 506 
level. Our results suggest that a high growth potential is associated with a high feed intake and high 507 
feeding rate, and therefore, a combination of low daily feed intake and high feeding rate might 508 
indicate social constraints. Moreover, these patterns in combination with a low meal frequency 509 
might indicate social constraints for a passive coper, whereas these patterns in combination with a 510 
high meal frequency might indicate social constraints for a low ranking pig. A low ranking pig, 511 
however, shows a  feeding pattern comparable to a pig with a low positive feedback. A high 512 
afternoon peak in hourly meal frequency is associated with low ranking pigs and can help to 513 
differentiate between the effect of a social constraint for a low dominant pig or a physiological effect 514 
via a low positive feedback. 515 
The purpose of the model used in this study was to gain deeper understanding of processes 516 
underlying feeding and social interaction behaviour of pigs. The model was developed in multiple 517 
steps, in which each step included a validation [6, 7, 9]. Therefore, we expect that the model, even 518 
though it is a complex model with many variables, gives a reasonably reliable outcome. Empirical 519 
datasets with detailed individual behavioural patterns to confirm this are lacking at this stage, which 520 
makes it difficult to validate the findings of the current study. Results of this study are anyhow useful 521 
to guide better data collection on potential interesting behavioural patterns. This is especially 522 
relevant since advanced technology is currently available to automatically monitor feeding behaviour 523 
in pigs and to collect large amounts of data on individual level [e.g. 43, 44]. Understanding what data 524 
should be collected, and how it could be analysed and interpreted, can be very useful to find 525 
behavioural feeding patterns that can be used as indicator for animal health, welfare and 526 
productivity.  527 
To conclude, this study increased understanding of the causation of variation in feeding, social 528 
interaction and growth patterns among group-housed pigs. Individual variation in pig characteristics 529 
(growth potential, meal type, dominance and coping style) affected many patterns. Growth potential 530 
affected most feeding and growth patterns, but had no effect on social interaction patterns. Meal 531 
type and coping style both affected all feeding and growth patterns in pigs, as well as most social 532 
interaction patterns (except for successful resists). Dominance affected all feeding, social interaction 533 
and growth patterns. Contrasting results in empirical studies on feeding and growth patterns in pigs 534 
can be explained by variation in pig characteristics that might interact and cause variation between 535 
meal eaters and nibblers and between slow and fast eaters. Individual variation in behavioural 536 
strategies can reduce aggression at group level, but can also make some animals more susceptible to 537 
social constraints, especially low-ranking pigs and pigs with a passive coping style. Variation in 538 
feeding patterns can be an indication of social constraints. A combination of feeding patterns, such 539 
as a decreased feed intake, an increased feeding rate, and an increased or decreased meal 540 
frequency, might be suitable for identifying individuals that experience social constraints. 541 
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Appendix A. Overview state variables in the model 546 
Table A1. Global and agents-own state variables, default values or ranges with units of measurement 547 
and appearance in model versions.1 548 
Variable Description Default/ range 
values2 
Unit Model 
version3 
Globals (variables applied to whole simulation environment, including all agents)   
Time     
Days Number of days since start simulation 1-120 Days 1, 2, 3, 4 
Minutes Time of the day in minutes (within 24 hour) 0-1439 Minutes 1, 2, 3, 4 
Housing    1, 2, 3, 4 
Housing-size-width Number of grid cells indicating the size of the pen (width) 10 Number 1, 2, 3, 4 
Housing-size-height Number of grid cells indicating the size of the pen (height) 6 Number 1, 2, 3, 4 
Nr-of-feeders Number of feeding spaces (location to feed) 1 Number 1, 2, 3, 4 
Feeders Location(s) to feed Patch 0,3 Grid cell 1, 2, 3, 4 
Drinker Location to drink Patch 9,5 Grid cell 1, 2, 3, 4 
Start-light-period Start of the light period during a day 6 Hour 1, 2, 3, 4 
Start-dark-period Start of the dark period during a day 18 Hour 1, 2, 3, 4 
Temperature Ambient temperature in the pen 22 Celsius 1, 2, 3, 4 
Pigs    1, 2, 3, 4 
Nr-of-gilts Number of gilts (female pigs) in the pen 0-30 Number 1, 2, 3, 4 
Nr-of-males Number of male pigs in the pen 0-30 Number 1, 2, 3, 4 
Nr-of-barrows Number of barrows (castrated male pigs) in the pen 0-30 Number 1, 2, 3, 4 
Initial-weight Initial body weight of pigs at the start of a simulation 27 Kg 1, 2, 3, 4 
P0 Initial protein weight of a pig at the start of a simulation 4 Kg 1, 2, 3, 4 
MinLP-ratio Minimum ratio of lipid and protein in the body (separately listed in 
the model for gilts, males and barrows) 
1 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
Mean-Pd-gilts Mean deposition of body protein that affects growth potential of 
gilts 
137 g/day 1, 2, 3, 4 
Mean-Pd-males Mean deposition of body protein that affects growth potential of 
males 
151 g/day 1, 2, 3, 4 
Mean-Pd-barrows Mean deposition of body protein that affects growth potential of 
barrows 
133 g/day 1, 2, 3, 4 
DR-MEL-night Melatonin level during darkness 0.80 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
DR-MEL-day Melatonin level during daylight 0.40 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
Cortisol-amplitude Variation in cortisol levels during the day 0.99 Unitless (0-1) 2, 3, 4 
Fixed-positive-feedbac  Reinforcement effect to stimulate continuation when feeding is 
performed 
0.25 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
Digest-duration Total time to digest feed in the gut (passage time in small intestines) 180 Minutes 1, 2, 3, 4 
Compete-threshold Threshold to compete for access to the feeder 0.3 Unitless (0-1) 3, 4 
FM-effect-interaction Effect of feeding motivation to compete for access to the feeder 0.05 Unitless (0-1) 3, 4 
FR-pig-effect Represents an increase in FR of 0.5 g/per pig 0.5 g 3, 4 
Social-facilitation-
increase 
A stimulus that temporarily increases feeding motivation of all not 
feeding pigs that time step 
0.1 Unitless (0-1) 3, 4 
Increase-lying-energy Motivational energy increase per time step affecting lying behaviour 0.033 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
Increase-exploring-
energy 
Motivational energy increase per time step affecting exploring 
behaviour 
7.0E-4 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
Increase-drinking-
energy 
Motivational energy increase per time step affecting drinking 
behaviour 
0.001 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
Cost-energy-lying Motivational energy decrease when lying behaviour performed 0.054 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
Cost-energy-
exploration 
Motivational energy decrease when exploring behaviour performed 0.265 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
Cost-energy-drinking Motivational energy decrease when drinking behaviour performed 0.28 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
Hierarchy? Variation in dominance values between individuals Random30% Unitless (0-1) 4 
BW-variation Variation in growth capacity of body protein (mean-Pd-gilts) 
between individuals 
0.10 Unitless (0-1) 4 
Coping-style-
variation 
Variation in coping style  (compete-threshold) between individuals 0.30 Unitless (0-1) 4 
Pos-fb-variation Variation in meal type (positive-feedback) between individuals 0.30 Unitless (0-1) 4 
Feed (at the feeding location)    
DE-content-diet Digestible energy level of the diet 14.2 kJ/g 1, 2, 3, 4 
Palatability Palatability of the diet 0.7 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
Dietary-AA-content Content of amino acids in the diet (separately listed in the model for 
Lysine, Methionine, Methionine+ Cystine, Threonine, Tryptophan 
and Isoleucine) 
2-11 g/kg 1, 2, 3, 4 
Dietary-total-protein-
content 
Amount of total protein in the diet 132 g/kg 1, 2, 3, 4 
Apparent-AA-
availabilities 
Apparent amino acid availabilities in the diet (separately listed in the 
model for Lysine, Methionine, Methionine+ Cystine, Threonine, 
Tryptophan and Isoleucine) 
0.82 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
Apparent-protein-
availabilities 
Apparent protein availability in the diet 0.82 Unitless (0-1) 1, 2, 3, 4 
Balanced-protein-
AA%bp 
Apparent amino acid utilisation for maintenance (separately listed in 
the model for Lysine, Methionine, Methionine+ Cystine, Threonine, 
Tryptophan and Isoleucine) 
1-7 % 1, 2, 3, 4 
Gross-energy-content
protein 
Gross energy content of protein in the feed 
 
23.6 kJ/g 
 
1, 2, 3, 4 
Agents-own (variables that apply to individual pigs)    
Pig characteristics     
Breed Sex of pigs (gilts, barrows and males) Gilts - 1, 2, 3, 4 
Age  Age of the pig 70-190 Days 1, 2, 3, 4 
Weight Body weight of the pig 27-140 Kg 1, 2, 3, 4 
Dominance-value Value representing a hierarchical dominance rank in the group 0-30 Number 3, 4 
Mean-pd-individual Capacity to deposit body protein 90-180 g/day 3, 4 
Ranking Dominance ranking of pigs (low, medium or high) Low-high - 4 
Coping-style Coping style of pigs in conflict situations (avoid or approach) 0-0.6 Unitless (0-1) 4 
Positive-feedback Meal type of pigs based on a reinforcement effect on feeding 0-0.5 Unitless (0-1) 4 
Nutritional & growth characteristics    
PW Part of the body weight consisting of protein 4-20 Kg 1, 2, 3, 4 
LW Part of the body weight consisting of lipid 4-50 Kg 1, 2, 3, 4 
Daily-cost-EE Daily energy expenditure for maintenance and activity -7000 - 9000 kJ 1, 2, 3, 4 
Cost-EE-day-before Energy expenditure costs the day before -2500 - 9000 kJ 1, 2, 3, 4 
Sum-GC Growth capacity for that day 12000-35000 kJ 1, 2, 3, 4 
Cost-feeding Energy costs per digested feed 0.09 kJ/g 2, 3, 4 
Metabolic & physiological characteristics    
Meal-list List of feed in the stomach, in amount of feed (g) per intake  - Number 2, 3, 4 
Time-list List of time of feed (/intake) in the stomach (max 180 min/intake) - Number 2, 3, 4 
Gut-content Feed in the gut (representing small/large intestines) 0-1 Kg 1, 2, 3, 4 
Sum-f-digested Sum of feed digested in the gut that day 0-3500 g 1, 2, 3, 4 
Motivational characteristics    
Lying-drive Sum of motivational energy to perform lying behaviour 0-0.7 Unitless 1, 2, 3, 4 
Exploring-drive Sum of motivational energy to perform exploring behaviour -0.3-0.3 Unitless  1, 2, 3, 4 
Drinking-drive Sum of motivational energy to perform drinking behaviour -0.3-0.3 Unitless  1, 2, 3, 4 
Behaviours    1, 2, 3, 4 
Lyings Sum of performed lying behaviours per pig  Number 1, 2, 3, 4 
Explorations Sum of performed exploration behaviours per pig  Number 1, 2, 3, 4 
Drinkings Sum of performed drinking behaviours per pig  Number 1, 2, 3, 4 
Movements Sum of performed movement behaviours per pig  Number 1, 2, 3, 4 
Waitings Sum of performed waiting behaviours per pig  Number 3, 4 
Stay-lyings Sum of performed remain lying behaviours per pig  Number 3, 4 
Stay-standings Sum of performed remain standing behaviours per pig  Number 3, 4 
Avoiding Sum of performed avoiding behaviours per pig  Number 3, 4 
Being-avoided Sum of being avoided per pig  Number 3, 4 
Active-interaction Sum of interactions per pig  Number 3, 4 
Succeed-displacing Sum of successful displacing attempts per pig  Number 3, 4 
Fail-displacing Sum of failed displacing attempts per pig  Number 3, 4 
Displaced Sum of displacements per pig  Number 3, 4 
Resisted-displacing Sum of resisted displacements per pig  Number 3, 4 
Day-feed-intake Sum of feed intake of a pig during the day  1-3500 g/day 1, 2, 3, 4 
Feeding-minutes Sum of feeding time of a pig during the day 1-100 Minutes/day 1, 2, 3, 4 
Duration-bout Meal duration 1-13 Minutes/meal 1, 2, 3, 4 
Feeding-bouts Sum of meals of a pig during the day 1-80 Number/day 1, 2, 3, 4 
Feed-intake-meal Amount of feed intake per meal 20-600 g/meal 1, 2, 3, 4 
Minutes-since-last-
feeding 
Time since last meal (interval time between meals) 1-400 Minutes 1, 2, 3, 4 
Total-meal-interval-
time 
Sum of meal interval time during the day 1-1390 Minutes 1, 2, 3, 4 
1 For a detailed explanation of this Table see the ODD related to the model on the website of CoMSES 549 
(https://www.comses.net/codebases/5628/releases/1.1.0/)[24]. 2 Default or range value in model version 4. 3 The model described in this 550 
study builds on previous models. This column indicates in which version variables were included: 1 = 1st model published [6], 2 = 2nd model 551 
published [7], 3 = 3rd model published [9], 4 = model described in the current study and published on the CoMSES website [24]. 552 
Appendix B. Sensitivity analysis of parameter values 553 
Table A2. Mean values ± SD of feeding, social interaction and growth patterns in the sensitivity 554 
analysis in scenario 1 (all individuals similar parameter values).  555 
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Feeding patterns 
         
Feed intake (g/day)  1672 
±2 
1697 
±2 
1646 
±2 
1690 
±2 
1655 
±2 
1673 
±2 
1673 
±2 
1675 
±2 
1672 
±2 
Feeding time (min/day) 83.7 
±0.1 
83.3  
±0.1 
84.1 
±0.1 
84.7 
±0.1 
82.7 
±0.1 
83.7 
±0.1 
83.7 
±0.1 
83.8 
±0.1 
83.6 
±0.1 
Feeding rate (g/min/day) 20.0 
±0.0 
20.4 
±0.0 
19.6 
±0.0 
20.0 
±0.0 
20.1 
±0.0 
20.0 
±0.0 
20.0 
±0.0 
20.0 
±0.0 
20.0 
±0.0 
Meal frequency (no./day) 20.7 
±0.3 
19.6 
±0.4 
21.7 
±0.5 
19.5 
±0.4 
22.0 
±0.4 
20.6 
±0.4 
20.5 
±0.4 
17.5 
±0.3 
23.7 
±0.6s 
Meal duration (min/meal/day) 4.2 
±0.1 
4.4 
±0.1 
4.0 
±0.1 
4.5 
±0.1 
3.9 
±0.1 
4.2 
±0.1 
4.2 
±0.1 
4.9 
±0.1 
3.7 
±0.1 
Meal size (g/meal/day) 85.0 
±1.5 
90.3 
±1.7 
79.6 
±1.7 
91.0 
±1.8 
78.7 
±1.4 
85.2 
±1.5 
85.4 
±1.8 
99.2 
±1.6 
74.8 
±1.6 
 
Social interaction patterns 
         
Conflicts (no./day) 130 
±3 
119 
±3 
141 
±3 
123 
±3 
136 
±3 
129 
±3 
129 
±3 
133 
±3 
126 
±3 
Avoidings (No./day) 102 
±2 
93 
±2 
111 
±2 
97 
±2 
108 
±2 
102 
±2 
102 
±2 
112 
±2 
92 
±2 
Displacement attempts          
Successful (no./day) 13.8 
±0.4 
12.6 
±0.4 
15.0 
±0.5 
13.1 
±0.5 
14.4 
±0.4 
13.7 
±0.4 
13.7 
±0.5 
10.2m 
±0.3 
17.1m 
±0.6s 
Unsuccessful (no./day) 13.9 
±0.5 
12.7 
±0.5 
15.2 
±0.6 
13.3 
±0.4 
14.7 
±0.4 
13.9 
±0.4 
13.9 
±0.5 
10.3m 
±0.4 
17.3m 
±0.6 
 
Growth patterns 
         
Body weight (kg) 34.9 
±0.0 
35.8 
±0.0 
33.8 
±0.0 
34.9 
0.0 
34.8 
±0.0 
34.9 
±0.0 
34.9 
±0.0 
34.9 
±0.0 
34.9 
±0.0 
Body weight gain (g/day) 834 
±3 
902 
±1 
754 
±1 
843 
±1 
824 
±1 
834 
±1 
834 
±1 
835 
±1 
834 
±3 
m More than 20% change in mean values, s More than 20% change in SD 556 
  557 
Table A3. Mean values ± SD of feeding, social interaction and growth patterns in the sensitivity 558 
analysis in scenario 6 (all parameter values varied among individuals).  559 
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Feeding patterns 
           
Feed intake (g/day)  1672 
±10 
1670 
±10 
1674 
±10 
1670 
±11 
1674 
±7 
1672 
±12 
1673 
±11 
1672 
±11 
1671 
±11 
1560 
±8 
1699 
±16s 
Feeding time (min/day) 83.7 
±0.5 
83.6 
±0.5 
83.8 
±0.5 
83.6 
±0.6 
83.8 
±0.3 
83.7 
±0.6 
83.8 
±0.6 
83.7 
±0.6 
83.6 
±0.5 
71.1 
±0.3 
97.0 
±1.0 
Feeding rate (g/min/day) 20.0 
±0.1 
20.0 
±0.1 
20.0 
±0.0 
20.0 
±0.1 
20.0 
±0.1 
20.0 
±0.1 
20.0 
±0.1 
20.0 
±0.1 
20.0 
±0.1 
21.9 
±0.1 
17.6 
±0.1 
Meal frequency (no./day) 18.2 
±1.8 
18.3 
±1.5 
18.3 
±1.6 
18.7 
±1.8 
17.8 
±1.6 
17.5 
±1.5 
19.0 
±1.6 
18.2 
±2.0 
18.9 
±1.6 
31.4m 
±4.8s 
15.6 
±1.3 
Meal duration (min/meal/day) 4.9 
±0.5 
4.8 
±0.4 
4.9 
±0.4 
4.8 
±0.5 
4.9 
±0.4 
5.1 
±0.5 
4.6 
±0.4 
4.9 
±0.5 
4.7 
±0.4 
2.5 
±0.4 
6.4 
±0.5 
Meal size (g/meal/day) 97.8 
±8.9 
96.9 
±7.8 
97.5 
±8.2 
96.1 
±9.2 
99.2 
±8.7 
102.3 
±9.3 
93.4 
±8.4 
97.8 
±10.4 
93.6 
±7.9 
55.4 
±9.2 
112.4 
±9.1 
 
Social interaction patterns 
           
Conflicts (no./day) 128 
±6 
129 
±6 
129 
±6 
131 
±6 
126 
±5 
126 
±6 
129 
±5 
128 
±5 
129 
±6 
305m 
±16s 
32m 
±2s 
Avoidings (No./day) 108 
±6 
109 
±7 
108 
±6 
111 
±7 
107 
±6 
110 
±5 
106 
±5 
108 
±7 
108 
±5 
252m 
±8 
27m 
±3 
Displacement attempts            
Successful (no./day) 10.2 
±1.9 
10.4 
±1.8 
10.4 
±1.8 
10.4 
±2.1 
9.9 
±1.9 
9.0 
±1.7 
11.5 
±1.7 
10.2 
±2.3 
11.1 
±1.7 
26.4m 
±5.2s 
2.9m 
±0.6s 
Unsuccessful (no./day) 9.7 
±2.5 
9.9 
±2.5 
10.1 
±2.1 
9.9 
±2.5 
9.3 
±2.4 
7.3 
±2.6 
11.5 
±1.8 
10.0 
±2.6 
10.6 
±2.1 
27.2m 
±5.6s 
2.6m 
±0.7s 
 
Growth patterns 
           
Body weight (kg) 34.8 
±0.2 
34.8 
±0.2 
34.8 
±0.1 
34.8 
±0.2 
34.8 
±0.2 
34.8 
±0.2 
34.8 
±0.2 
34.8 
±0.2 
34.8 
±0.2 
34.5 
±0.1 
34.9 
±0.3 
Body weight gain (g/day) 830 
±14 
829 
±16 
833 
±8 
827 
±13 
831 
±15 
831 
±13 
831 
±12 
831 
±12 
831 
±15 
795 
±10 
838 
±19 
 m More than 50% change in mean values, s More than 50% change in SD 560 
  561 
Appendix C. Feeding, social interaction and growth patterns of nibblers and meal eaters 562 
Table A4. Mean ±SD feeding, social interaction and growth patterns of low and high meal frequency 563 
pigs in scenario 5 and 6.* 564 
 Scenario 5 (Compete threshold varied)  Scenario 6 (All parameters varied)  
 Meal eater  Nibbler P-value Meal eater Nibbler P-value 
Feeding patterns       
Feed intake (g/day)  1655 ±14 1685 ±8 <0.001  1719 ±31 1625 ±37 <0.001 
Feeding time (min/day)  82.6 ±0.8   84.4±0.5 <0.001   86.3 ±1.6  80.9 ±2.0 <0.001 
Feeding rate (g/min/day)  20.0 ±0.1  20.0 ±0.0 <0.001   19.9 ±0.2  20.1 ±0.2 <0.001 
Meal frequency (no./day)  17.8 ±1.8  20.9 ±1.7 <0.001   14.7 ±1.4  22.3 ±2.6 <0.001 
Meal duration (min/meal/day)    4.8 ±0.4    4.2 ±0.3 <0.001     6.0 ±0.6    3.8 ±0.4 <0.001 
Meal size (g/meal/day)  97.3 ±8.9  84.4 ±6.7 <0.001 120.4 ±11.8 76.8 ±8.8 <0.001 
 
Social interaction patterns 
     
Conflicts (no./day)  167 ±25  103 ±14 <0.001      79 ±33  191 ±59 <0.001 
Avoidings (no./day)  148 ±30    74 ±14 <0.001      64 ±34  164 ±63 <0.001 
Displacement attempts       
Successful (no./day)   9.1 ±2.9 14.8 ±1.7 <0.001    8.9 ±1.7 11.6 ±3.9 <0.001 
Unsuccessful (no./day)   9.4 ±3.2 14.6 ±1.8 <0.001    6.5 ±1.7 14.8 ±6.3 <0.001 
Receiving displacements       
Successful resists (no./day)  11.8 ±2.1 12.6 ±2.0   0.180    8.4 ±2.7 10.7 ±2.8 <0.001 
Displacements (no./day)  11.1 ±1.9 13.5 ±2.1 <0.001    6.3 ±2.1 15.1 ±3.6 <0.001 
 
Growth patterns 
      
Body weight (kg)  34.8 ±0.1 34.9 ±0.0 <0.001  35.0 ±0.4 34.7 ±0.4 <0.001 
Body weight gain (g/day)   826 ±6  839 ±3 <0.001   855 ±31  813 ±27 <0.001 
* The p-value of significance levels based on 50 runs per scenario is given for the comparison between pig categories per pattern and 565 
scenario, or if significant, the p-value of the pairwise comparison between the high and low category is given. 566 
 567 
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